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Abstract. In this paper, the concepts and design for an efficient information service for mathematical software and further mathematical research data are presented. The publication-based approach
and the Web-based approach are the main building blocks of the service and will be discussed.
Heuristic methods are used for identification, extraction, and ranking of information about software and other mathematical research data. The methods provide not only information about the
research data but also link software and mathematical research data to the scientific context.

1. Introduction
Research data is a buzzword in the current discussion of scientific infrastructure. It is a very general term and frame for research data of all kinds, data from experiments, simulations, software, etc.
Some types, especially research objects, models, experiments, simulations, software, researchers,
conferences, etc. are present in many scientific fields but the data, their meaning and their descriptions vary considerably. So, mathematical objects or models are described by mathematicians in a
different way than by engineers. Here we confine ourselves to special types of mathematical research
data.
The origin of our activities in mathematical research data is mathematical software. Mathematical
software plays an increasing role for the application of mathematical methods and for mathematical
research which is used in various ways, e.g., for implementation and verification of algorithms, proving of theorems, simulations, for dynamic mathematical services as Online Encyclopedia of Integer
Sequences (OEIS) [1], etc. There are further unique characteristics of (mathematical) software:
• Software is written in a formal language, not in a natural language. Therefore, software is
outside of the classical publication process. Information about software, e.g., manuals or documentations are mostly given in accompanying documents and not in the software itself.
• Software has a life cycle. Often, software has versions, releases, bugfixes, etc.
• Software depends on its environment (hardware, operating system, special programming languages, other software).
• License conditions for software differ.
• Software is widely distributed.
• Evaluation of software is sometimes complicated.
As a result, information services about mathematical software are isolated, not standardized, widely
distributed, and provide less information for the user. In the following, we describe the concepts
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and the state of the art of the swMATH service [2]. Most of the existing information services for
mathematical software and research data are maintained manually. This is expensive and has led to
a lot of non-standardized information services for single mathematical subjects. It is the intention
of the swMATH project to develop a concept for a comprehensive and homogeneous information
service on all mathematical software.
Therefore we have tried to develop machine-based concepts for evaluating and combining the
existing information about a software given in publications and on Web sites, repositories, portals
and directories.

2. The first design principle: The publication-based approach
Publications cite software for two reasons: they describe the software and their mathematical background or they use a software for solving a mathematical problem. Both classes deliver different
information about publications. swMATH analyzes the data of the database zbMATH [3] and ioport [4] instead of the fulltexts of publications. This means only peer-reviewed publications (journal
articles or books) are considered and described by a standardized metadata scheme. For the identification of mathematical software especially the title, the review or abstract, and the references are
analyzed. Of course, zbMATH data do not completely cover the spectrum of mathematical software.
Often mathematical software has a background in specific applications and the publications citing
the software are outside of the scope of zbMATH. Secondly, there is a time-lag between a publication
and its appearance in zbMATH.
2.1. Identification of software references and software citations
The identification of software references in citations is non-trivial because references to software are
often incomplete. The current practice of software citations has some deficits:
• Indirect citation
Instead of the software, a publication about the software is cited.
• Missed typing
The cited resource is not declared as software. Moreover, the borderline between software,
services, languages and environments is fluent and a distinction can be difficult.
• lack of information
The citation contains not more than the name of the software, data about the version are missing.
• Proprietary citation standards
Software companies, repositories, and publishers give different recommendations for citing of
software.
We have analyzed the citation practice in mathematics for the optimization software SCIP. 180
publications were detected citing SCIP: 179 in the database zbMATH [3] and 1 in the database ioport [4]. The references were found in different metadata fields. All publications refer to SCIP in
the field ‘Software’. SCIP is also contained in the field ‘References’ in 84 publications , 15 times in
‘Review/Abstract/Summary’, 1 times in ‘Title’ 1, 1 times in ‘Keywords’.
But only the field ‘References’ contains more information than the name of the software. The citations for SCIP refer 64 times to a certain article (which has a DOI as persistent identifier) and 22
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Count
Mention Type
Cite to publication
84
Cite to user manual
2
19
Cite to website
Cite to other sources
3
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Percentage
46,67 %
1.11 %
10.56 %
1.67 %

TABLE 1. Cited resources of SCIP

times to the dissertation of the author of the publication. The SCIP homepage, including its URL,
is cited 19 times, the other references go to a SCIP workshop, reports, other packages and user
manuals.
Table 1 illustrates the citation praxis for software in detail (some publications cite more than
one source, e.g., a publication plus the homepage)
Some publications contain more than one of these sources. Only two references provide also
data about the versions. The current recommendation from SCIP, a referencing to a ZIB report of the
current version 3.2 was not found inside the zbMATH entries.
Generally, the situation of software citations in mathematics is very ambiguous. There is some
software, e.g., SageMath, where the citations in publications often contain also data about the versions used. Software providers, repositories, publishing houses, etc. have defined different policies
for citing. The increasing importance of scientific software reflected in an increasing number of citations requires a standardization of software citations.
Currently, the Software Citation Working Group of the FORCE11 initiative has published a concept
for software citations, the ‘Software Citation Principles’ [5]. The references to software should be
typed as software, possibly extended by a finer classification (source code, package, etc.), and contain also information about the versions or alternatively the update date and download date. But,
software code itself is not convenient as target of a citation because the software code is typically
under dynamic development. What is also needed are persistent identifiers (for more information
on persistent identifiers for software see the discussion below) and persistent information about a
software, e.g., in the form of metadata. This is a non-trivial task because a widely accepted metadata
standard for software does not exist until now. The missing metadata standard and DOIs are strong
reasons that often publications about a software are referenced instead of software itself. Further
difficulties are the maintenance and actuality of software information. A manual maintaining and
updating of software information is too expensive and not realistic for the whole area of mathematical software. But, software information services, e.g., specialized portals or repositories, are very
well able to provide comprehensive and persistent information about software (especially about the
content of a software) even if the software code is removed. This requires the development of new
concepts and methods for an adequate infrastructure. This process is under work. The FORCE11
initiative plans in a next step to develop concepts and implementation rules for software citations.
This could be, e.g., a BiBLATEX implementation for what we prepare a proposal. The swMATH activities which are described in the following in detail are an example and a possible way to build up
an efficient infrastructure for mathematical software information.
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Number of citations Number of swMATH entries
1
4588
2-5
4606
1668
6 - 10
10 - 10
1194
994
20 - 50
50 - 100
350
217
100 - 200
200 - 500
113
31
500 - 1000
1000 ++
11
TABLE 2. The distribution of software citations in swMATH

Despite all the difficulties, the analysis of software citations in zbMATH turned out to be a
successful approach for the identification of mathematical software in publications. In a first step,
software citations in the zbMATH data must be detected. Therefore, some heuristic methods have
been developed. These methods are text-based: phrases which contain characteristic terms as ’package’, ’software’, ’module’, etc. are extracted. Also the increasing list of the swMATH entries is
reused to identify software citations in the zbMATH data.
As a result we get a list of mathematical software (and related mathematical research data
because the method can not exactly distinguish software and other types, e.g., languages and environments, benchmarks, or services) and a second related list of publications citing a software. The
publications provide especially important information about the content of a software and are used
for swMATH in various way, see below.
We have observed that the number of publications is much higher than the number of software packages, swMATH lists currently (November 2016) more than 15,500 software packages
(and related mathematical research data) which are cited in 128,000 publications. The number of
all software citations in zbMATH is greater than 213,000. The number of software citations varies
strongly, some universal and popular software as ’Mathematica’ or ’Maple’ have thousands of citations, specialized and/or new software packages have only a few citations, for the distribution of
citations to software see Table 2. A large number of citations allows a ranking of the information
about a software.
2.2. Computer Algebra Systems (CASs) and Symb. Computation software in swMATH
At a Computer Algebra conference it is highly interesting how swMATH deals with the CASs or
Symbolic Computation software and how the results look like.
swMATH provides information for CASs (ca. 200 entries, depending if your search for ’computer algebra system’ or ’CAS’, see Figure 1) and Symbolic Computation software (ca. 100 entries).
Since Symbolic Computation is the more general term, it is astonishing to see more CAS entries.
It seems to be caused by the more modern term CAS, but also it can be observed that symbolic
computation software is not used in a reference for a CAS.
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F IGURE 1. List of CAS Software

Another observation is that older software which is integrated as module in a bigger and comprehensive software system is later on still referenced as an independent system. Some systems
simply disappeared for commercial reasons. This leads to extra entries which may be misleading.
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Typical examples are MuPAD or Derive. There should be some background knowledge saying that
these systems are no longer available separately.
There are also some other problems. The Lambert W function was one of the topics of the
invited talks at ACA 2016. If you look for the Lambert W function in swMATH (by searching for
the string ’Lambert’), the first hit (Figure 2) provides a lot of very unstructured information, not what
you expect to get about the research work of Lambert.

F IGURE 2. The swMATH page of LambertW
More relevant information is provided on the swMATH page on LambertWDDE (Figure 3).
Here some work must be done in the future.
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F IGURE 3. The swMATH page of LambertWDDE

2.3. swMATH Features: Citation profile
A first informative statistical information of a software is its citation profile. Therefore we create
the citation graph presenting the annual numbers of publications citing a software. An example of a
citation profile is presented in Figure 4.
The graph is meaningful to characterize the development stage and reflects the distribution and
the acceptance of the software, especially it provides information on
• Dissemination and acceptance
A large number of publications indicates that the software has been widely used but a small
number of publications can have different reasons: the software is specialized, or written in
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F IGURE 4. The citation graph of the software ’SageMath’

a special language, or is not widely distributed, or requires special hard- or software, or is
high-priced, etc.
• Life cycle
The life cycle of software covers the different phases: planning, analysis, design, implementation, maintenance up to the substitution by an successor or an other software. The number
of publications per year reflects indirectly the phases. Publications describing a software are
typical for the planning, analysis, and (re-)design and (re-)implementation phases, publications
using a software for the maintenance phase. A strongly decreasing number of publications is a
signal for the substitution of the software.
• Quality
A high number of usage cases in publications citing a software can be also considered as an
indicator for the quality of the software.
2.4. swMATH Features: Facets for the content information and classification
For publications there exists a metadata standard defining the most important information about it.
For software such a standard is missing because of the unique features of software mentioned in the
introduction. Comprehensive information about software contains
• metadata about
– content
– programming languages and environment
– technical parameters
– versioning
– licenses and usability conditions
– use cases and examples
– developers (persons, institutions, companies)
– contacts
• and links to
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– documentations and manuals
– access (e.g., software code if free available)
– related information (publications, algorithms, data, repositories)
As said before, software can play a different role in publications. It can be the main content of
a publication or used as a tool for solving a problem. This distinction is important for the analysis
of the information about software. Therefore we distinguish between two classes of publications.
The first class covers all publications which are focused on software: these publications we call
‘standard publications’. All other publications are so-called ‘user publications’. At least, a standard
publication could be identified for more than 95 % of the swMATH entries.
Two remarks:
1. A major part of these standard publications is outside the scope of zbMATH, e.g., reports or articles in
non-mathematical journals.
2. It is possible that there exist more than one standard publication, e.g., a new extended version of a software
can by presented in a publication, but the mass of publications are user publications.

The information of standard and user publications is complementary: Standard publications
provide a lot of information about the content of the software and its mathematical background,
e.g., the mathematical model and algorithms. User publications name possible applications areas
and present results which have been achieved by using a software. The dichotomic classification
into standard and user publications can be done semi-automatically. Typically, standard publications
contain the name of the software and some characteristic terms in the title, the publishing date (at
least of the first standard publication) is before user publications, and also the classification codes
reflect the type of publication. The appearance of the software name in the title is a strong indicator
for a standard publication. Only four entries in the hit list for searching ‘computer algebra’ has not
the name of the software in the title of the standard publication.
The zbMATH data are analyzed depending on the type of publication. The publication-based
approach suggests to use the same metadata for the content analysis as in zbMATH, namely a short
description (review, abstract, or summary), keywords, and classification.
• Content description
In a first approach we undertake the review or abstract or summary from standard publications
(if there are more than one standard publication the most recent is used).
• Keywords
The keywords of all standard and user publications are aggregated, ranked and visualized in
the keyword cloud. Ranking is done by the frequencies of the keywords. We could imagine a
splitting in mathematical and user keywords. The problem with this is that the zbMATH keywords do not distinct between mathematical keywords and such ones for (non-mathematical)
application areas.
• Classification: MSC profile
All zbMATH data are classified by the Mathematical Subject Classification 2010 (MSC2010)
[8]. The MSC is focused on the classification of mathematical publications not for mathematical software. As consequence, mathematical software is concentrated to some MSC classes,
especially the subclasses XX-04 ‘Explicit machine computation and programs (not the theory
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of computation or programming)’ of the top classes of the MSC and 65-xx ‘Numerical analysis’, 68-xx ’Computer science’, and 90Cxx ‘Operations research, mathematical programming’.
Some subclasses, e.g., 68W30 ‘Symbolic computation and algebraic computation’, is a general class covering hundreds of software packages. But not only the granularity of the MSC
is a problem, also the granularity of mathematical software differs. Some general software,
e.g., ‘Mathematica’, ‘Maple’, ‘Mathlab’, ‘SageMATH’ cover a broad spectrum of mathematical subjects, other software has been developed for the solution of a special problem.
Moreover, the most classifications are not unique and are assigned to more than one MSC class.
Nevertheless, the MSC codes of the publications are worthwile information about a software.
Therefore, the swMATH page of a software delivers a ranked list of the MSC codes of the
publications citing a software. Basing on the frequencies of the MSC codes, a detailed MSC
profile for each software is provided.
The MSC codes are also evaluated for the similarity analysis, see the dicussion below. An
analysis of the granularity of software based on the MSC codes and the number of citations
appears to be possible but has not been done until now.
The most frequent MSC codes of the publications citing a software give an impression about
the mathematical focus of the software and its applications. A large number of MSC codes with
mathematical focus suggests that the software can be used for solving different mathematical
problems (’universal’ software), a large number of MSC codes in application areas implicates
a broad dissemination and acceptance of the software.
2.5. Similar (related) software
Similar software is an important information for the user, e.g., to get information about alternative computation tools. To determine similar software, publications are used as weighting factor,
see Figure 5. If different software packages are often cited in common, they are classified as related software. More weighting factors for the similarity metric are possible, especially the MSC
classification and the keyword cloud. Experiments which compare also the MSC codes have not
significantly improved the results but have led to long computing times.

F IGURE 5. Related software for SageMATH
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Remark: We use the weaker term ’related’ instead of ’similar’ which covers also broader-narrower relations between software, e.g., special packages or modules of a software.

2.6. Software developers
Software developers play another role than the authors of publications. Large software developer
teams are often ’anonymous’, summarized as ’developer team’, and are under permanent change.
Publications have a higher rating and reputation than software development. This is one of the reasons that software is often accompanied by standard publications. The assumption seems to be legitimate that the authors of the standard publications are closely related to the software development
team. If no further information about the developers of a software is available, the authors of the standard publications are treated as possible contact persons and are searchable in the software developer
index.

3. The second design principle: The Web-based approach
The publication-based approach is the first step in the swMATH workflow and provides a lot of
information about mathematical software, especially about the content. But, details, e.g., versions,
technical data or installations guides are missing. This kind of information can be found on the
websites of a software, on repositories, or on portals which provide information about and access
to software for a special subject. Therefore we have developed some concepts for capturing further
information about software which are presented in the next chapter. In principle we are faced with
the same tasks as in the publication-based approach: (1) identification of the relevant information
and (2) extraction and processing of information of a software. But instead of publications we have
to do it for the information in the Web. In an additional third step, the information from the Web is
combined with publications.
• Websites identification and linking
The identification of websites of a software is done by a websearch. The information from
the publication-based approach is an excellent starting point of the Websearch. A text search
using the name of the software in combination with characteristic terms such as ’software’ or
’package’ is a simple but almost certain method to find the websites of a software. swMATH
found for nearly 32 of the swMATH entries— in absolute numbers 10.000 Web sites—URLs
of the entries documented in swMATH. The URLs of the websites are self a first important
information about software. Additionally, also some known repositories on mathematical software, e.g., the CRAN archive [12] for statistical software, and portals, e.g., the webpages on
mathematical software of SIGSAM [9], the Computer Algebra Fachgruppe [10], or Wikipedia
[11], which contain detailed information on software were identified and linked.
• Analysis of websites of software
There are two main difficulties:
– The dynamic character of websites
Most websites change dynamically and provide often only information about the most
recent version of the software and not for earlier versions. Instead of the websites alone
we can check also webarchives, especially the Wayback Machine [13] for information.
The provider of the Wayback Machine, the Internet Archive, is a non-profit activity and
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is being interested in cooperation with the community. Its main activity is the periodic archiving of websites. Therefore selected lists of websites are scanned and stored
periodically. The URLs of the websites contained in swMATH are used as a seed list
for the Internat Archive. All swMATH entries which have been scanned by the Wayback
Machine are linked to it. The linked pages show the date of the scans, the absolute number
of scans and provide links to the scanned websites. In other words, the Wayback Machine
provides a lot information about the time changing content of the scanned URL, for
software especially about the different versions.
– The heterogeneous content and structure of websites
The information on the websites is manifold. It contains tutorials and documentations,
possibly the source code, information about necessary hard- and software, software developers and contact information, licenses and usability conditions, etc. The websites
have different content and structure which complicate the automatic analysis. A first
automatic method for analysis and classification of websites of a software has been developed by our cooperation partner Helge Holzmann from L3S, see [14]. Therefore, the
websites of the different software versions found in the Wayback Machine are stored
in microarchives. The archives contain the original websites and a secondary standardized structure. For the latter, the formats of the objects of the objects of the websites are
analyzed.
• Linking to publications
Research results presented in publications are achieved with a special version of the software.
Reproducing and verification of the research results requires information about the versions of
the software and data used. Therefore, a linking from the publication to the used version of
the software is essential. For the assignment of a software version to a publication, a heuristic method has been developed, see [14]: if a software version from the publication year the
publication exists in the Internet Archive, the publication is linked to this version.
Figure 6 shows both links on the ‘Singular’ swMATH page to Wayback Machine and a microarchive.
3.1. A further problem for software information: Persistent identifiers
The SCPs [5] point to the relevance of persistent identifiers, e.g., DOIs, of the objects. But persistent
identifiers should not refer to the software code which is changing or can be moved. Instead, persistent identifiers should be introduced for stable information about software. Portals and repositories
are potential candidates to provide persistent information about software. The persistent identifiers
should refer to both the software version used and a family of software which should is defined as the
set of all versions of a software under the same label. As said before, the publication-based approach
is content-centered and provides mainly non-technical information which is valid for the whole family of software under the same name. So, swMATH has introduced persistent identifiers for software
families. In principle, these identifiers could be extended and completed by a supplementary suffix
for the version (the version can be declared explicitly or described by the upload and download date).
Software repositories which are equipped with version managing and control systems could provide
also persistent identifiers fors single versions, which can be used for information about the versions
in swMATH in the future.
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F IGURE 6. Linking of swMATH with Web Archive and Tempas

3.2. SWID Tags
SWID Tags [6] are another well-established system of metadata for the identification of software.
They have been developed earlier by ISO/IEC JTC 1, SC 7. These tags are mostly used in
commercial environments for Software asset management [7]. The usage of these tags is defined,
supported by tools and maintained by NIST and used by big players in the software market.
The main purpose of SWID tags is not the finding of software based on references from outside, like from publications and their keywords, but to make management of software easier and
more secure e.g. by checking licenses, versions etc. These tags support big software firms and the
administration of big installations.
The model for SWID tags usage is more likely a user (or administrator) in a big software pool
rather than an individual researcher looking for (new) software solutions for mathematical problems.

4. The scope of swMATH and mathematical research data
swMATH is a portal not a repository. Software repositories like CRAN are software archives based
on a common language and environment cover special subjects and provide tools for the search and
the access to the software. Portals confine themselves to meta-information and linking. swMATH
was planned and designed as a general portal and search engine for mathematical software.
Today, swMATH is an information service with the focus on mathematical software but it contains
also other mathematical research data, especially languages and environments, repositories, portals,
journals specialized to mathematical software, services and databases, benchmarks and test data
collections, etc. The integration of other types of mathematical research data besides publications
makes sense for different reasons:
• A classification scheme for mathematical software and research data is missing. Such services
as OEIS are both data and integrated software. Such source should be inside swMATH.
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• Sometimes the references in zbMATH data refer to software and other research data in the same
context but the comment citation practice does not support an automatic filtering of different
types of research data.
• Broadly accepted information services for special types of mathematical research data are
missing.
• Other types of mathematical research data become more and more important, e.g., mathematical models which have been part of publications until now.
• Mathematical research data are strongly linked and should be presented in their context.
Different types of mathematical research data should be assigned to corresponding classes allowing
specific views. But up to now, no classification scheme for mathematical research data exists. The
MSC is primarily a scheme for classifying the mathematical subjects of a publication and contains
only the special classes XX-04 for software. For data, the classification code XX-07 can be used
which exists for some subject top classes of the MSC. For the futures, there are two ways: an extension of the MSC by other types or alternatively the development of an separate type scheme for
mathematical research data. Machine learning methods could be used for the type classification of
mathematical research data.

5. Conclusions
The permanent growth of usage shows the needs and the benefits of swMATH. The concepts and
design developed by swMATH for a lean and machine-based maintenance of the service have been
presented in the paper. Therefore, swMATH analyzes context information given by the mathematical
literature to identify and extract information about mathematical software. This information can be
enriched by special webresources, especially webarchives. The swMATH project is a first important
step for the reproducing and evaluation of computing research results achieved by using mathematical software. Therefore it is not sufficient to develop information services for mathematical software
only, information services for all types of mathematical research data must be developed and the
information about the resources must be presented in their context.
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